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I find stimulating out in the world.
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see in Bloodwars: graffiti, stencil, sticker, or what jerks your head back for a
second look. Social Commentary is welcomed.
bloodwars@sfaustina.com
Want an Ad inserted in Bloodwars contact bloodwars@sfaustina.com
Sign up for the SFAUSTINA news letter it will provide you with Bloodwar
release dates.
www.sfaustina.com
This is a little piece of my world and me thank you for looking. sf*
Text* Found graffiti newspaper articles.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
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LOS ANGELES

Gangs, libraries and Ohjae, too
Normally, I don’t pay a whole lot of attention to the arguments in newspaper opinion pages. While I think we’ve got a good crew over at Friendly Fire (and I think
Mr. O’Connor’s blog is really, really cool), in most publications, the opinion page is a
snapshot of what’s wrong with political discourse today. Generally, the columns and
the letters to the editor on any subject, from taxes to the war to immigration, are just
variations on “Conservatives are good and liberals are bad!” with “Liberals are good
and conservatives are bad!” as the counterpoint. Whatever the issue, it seems to inevitably devolve into a war of bumper sticker slogans where conservatives tell us that Bill
Clinton was a pervert, while liberals will counter with the claim that George W. Bush
either isn’t very smart or he’s a liar. Both sides point fingers, play loose with the facts
and generally seem uninterested in actually fixing whatever the dispute is, preferring
instead to belittle anyone who doesn’t agree with them. And that gets us absolutely
nowhere. This is all a long-winded way of setting myself up to get sucked into the same
nasty game. This morning, while enjoying some peppers and eggs, I happened across
a column in our own pages by Doug McIntyre, normally a radio host for KABC.com.
The headline “Gangs have our libraries under siege” caught my eye, so I continued
on. First, let me say that I’m not a talk radio listener, so I don’t know a whole lot about
Mr. McIntyre or his show. Judging from his biography and some of the things he has
posted on his Web site, it sounds like we agree on some issues and part ways on others.
I will give him credit for having a nuanced variety of opinions you don’t normally hear
from commentators, nor does he seem to be as shrill as some of his contemporaries.
So, with that in mind, I have to respectfully disagree with his argument. Mr. McIntyre throws out some stats about how Los Angeles has recorded 1,500 incidents in the
past 18 months, with “an obscenely high number of serious assaults by gangbangers,
including robberies, beatings and shootings.” It appears that he’s basing his outrage
on this recent article by John L. Mitchell in the Times. He keys in on Mr. Mitchell’s
descriptions (at least I’m guessing that’s where he got it, since he doesn’t attribute his
facts) of the Mark Twain Library, which he describes as “a free-fire zone, caught in the
sinkhole of a city capitulating to gang culture.” He likens the situation to Nazi book
burning, the Taliban destroying the Buddhas of Bamyan and the destruction of Garfield High’s auditorium, allegedly caused by an arsonist.
That’s where his facts start to slide, as he blames it on multiple “arsonists,” rather
than a single, 16-year-old freshman who was apparently upset with a teacher. He says
there was “usual public hand-wringing... and little else.” I suppose the benefit concert
headlined by Garfield alumni Los Lobos at the Gibson Amphitheatre a few weeks
ago was just hand-wringing, but that’s not the main point of my argument. It’s also
worth noting, when you click the link on Mr. Mitchell’s article above, that most of the
incidents mentioned involve things that are merely unpleasant, such as people with
bad body odor, creepy, such as public masturbation, or crazy patrons. There are several
gang crimes cited-- and they’re certainly horrible-- but the article also says that after
a bad attack on a Twain patron in August, the library posted a couple security guards
and the problem kids moved on. After setting up this introduction, Mr. McIntyre hits
this thesis: “The city of Los Angeles has surrendered to the gangs. There are still some
small pockets of resistance, a few isolated yelps of protest, but we have largely accepted the degradation of colors, tagging, banging and bling.” And, in addition to his
library example, Mr. McIntyre hangs his argument on the Anthony Sena mural that
Rick wrote, blogged about and video-ed the other day. He insults Mr. Sena, a murdered
spray-painter and tattoo artist by referring to him as an “artist” (quote emphasis his)
and suggests that the controversial mural represents the full-on invasion of gangsters.
He even takes graffiti expert Ed Moreno to task, writing “It saddens me to read LAPD
Officer Ed Moreno of the West Valley Division’s Gang Impact Graffiti Detail to tell
the Daily News he has come to passively accept the unacceptable. Describing the Sena
mural, Moreno said: ‘Nothing on that wall says gangs.’ Everything on that wall says
gangs! Everything in Los Angeles says gangs!”
Now I’ve met and spoken with Officer Moreno several times and I know that he’s a

sharp, respected cop and that he did his homework on the mural before
speaking to Rick. He interviewed Jeff Measles, the primary artist behind
the display, and received assurances that if the mural gets tagged over,
there will be no reprisals. Here’s a fuller context Moreno’s comments
from Rick’s article that Mr. McIntyre omits: Meanwhile, some support
for the mural comes from an unlikely source: graffiti experts, including
LAPD Officer Ed Moreno, who works with the West Valley Division’s
gang impact graffiti detail section. “I’ve done some research on this guy,
Anthony Sena, and from what I’ve seen in the neighborhood ... this is a
piece of art,” Moreno said. “I’d rather see a piece of beautiful art like that
than a bunch of tagging where these kids come and cross each other out.”
Moreno said Sena’s life also sends a message to other taggers that they
can change.
“This guy pretty much transferred from being a tagger to a tattoo artist who was pretty well-respected,” he said. “If you look at the mural,

it’s a peace mural and dedicated to somebody that was killed.” Despite
criticism that it glorifies gang culture, Moreno said, “Nothing on that wall
says gangs.” Mr. Sena, known by the moniker ‘Ohjae,’ doesn’t sound like a
perfect citizen, but, if you read Rick’s well-balanced piece, you’ll see that
he’d moved on to achieve success as a legitimate artist. As much as critics
want to deny that art can come from a spray can, I’ve seen it used to sell
cars at the LA Auto Show and videogames at E3. In the same way that
tattoos migrated from biker gangs’ arms onto the backs of squeaky-clean
college girls, graffiti art has moved from its strictly sketchy past into the
mainstream. That aside, Mr. McIntyre’s argument that gangs have taken
over all of Los Angeles is simply not true. Looking at the LAPD’s most
recent stats, there were 5,758 gang-related crimes in Los Angeles through
September. While that sounds frightening (Egads! Around 21 each day!),
it’s also 200 fewer than the city recorded the year before, a 3.4 percent
reduction in gang crime. In the West Valley area where Officer Moreno

goes after actual taggers and gangsters with cans of Krylon, gang-related crimes dropped 3.1 percent since last year. Don’t get me wrong, any
gang crime is unacceptable. And it’s an especially emotional sort of lawbreaking because gangsters tend to be big, scary-looking guys who operate
under seemingly alien codes of conduct. Whenever their bullets miss one
another and end up in an innocent neighbor or child playing nearby, the
wounds sting even harder because it’s unpleasant to think that these guys
with tattoos on their faces live in our communities. But if we’re going to
work together to fight back against gangs’ influence, we need reasoned
debate, not rhetoric such as this: When schools and libraries become freefire zones and young lives are snuffed out in front of tattoo parlors with
cutesy-pie names making light of smack (Needle Pushers, get it?) and it’s
considered an honor to have your life memorialized in spray paint on a
liquor-store wall, the canary in L.A.’s coal mine is on life support.

dha bombers. We have a choice - library cards or toe tags. What’s it gonna
be? Cops from Chief Bratton on down will tell you that the key to combating crime is an informed, involved community. If we’re going to have
that, to really rise up against the gang lifestyle, the community needs to
arm itself with facts instead of hysteria. Scaring people out of the library
because it’s an alleged hotbed of gangsterism, a supposition not borne out
by fact, playing up arguments over a painting instead of focusing on real
crime and attacking a cop whose expert opinion doesn’t square with a narrow thesis will not help bring us any closer to a real solution.

If the people of Los Angeles don’t act, we’ll take our place alongside those
who accommodated the book burners in Germany and the Taliban Bud-

Stolen photo. Credit to some one.
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IT WAS A GRAFFITI ARTIST’S DREAM COME TRUE: 10,000 square feet of concrete and
a permit to paint. Families brought their kids to watch as hundreds of muralists, using their own materials and working for free, sprayed technicolor
shades on the steep banks of an ugly, manmade riverbed.
Not everyone was pleased, however, with the results of the civic-minded effort, which had the city’s blessing but has rekindled debates over whether Los
Angeles County should condone a practice it pays millions to combat.
Some politicians protested that parts of the mural are obscene and have attracted gang-related tags in a city where graffiti already mars homes, sidewalks and buildings. The county has given organizers until Wednesday to
whitewash the mural, and neither side is backing down. “It would be beautiful
if the river went back to its natural state and was actually a river and a park,”
said Alex Poli, a graffiti artist and gallery owner known as “Man One.” “But
right now we have concrete walls, so the next best thing is to beautify it with
art.” The site in question, a concrete canyon where a tributary, Arroyo Seco,
meets the Los Angeles River, is surrounded by an industrial neighborhood on
the edge of downtown and, like most of the river’s 51 miles, is hemmed in by
artificial banks to control floods. To obtain the permit from a maze of local
governments and regulatory agencies, Poli enlisted the Friends of the Los
Angeles River, an environmental organization that works with the multiple
agencies that control the river. Poli organized the public art project on a sunny
weekend in September, and the artists created a canvas full of bold, abstract
graffiti script and some edgy imagery: a sorcerer in a hoodie sweatshirt conjuring a spray can, an angel cradling a man, a pig in a suit smoking marijuana,
the Hollywood sign in flames and scantily clad women. County Supervisor
Gloria Molina promptly demanded the mural’s removal, complaining that
some of the images were inappropriate for a public art display near where
city planners want to build bike paths. The environmental group’s mission is
to protect the river, and “this seemed like an odd way to do it,” said Roxane
Marquez, a Molina spokeswoman.
Marquez said Poli hasn’t kept his promise to organize a volunteer touchup
crew to keep the surrounding concrete pristine and free of gang tags and extra graffiti. Poli said the politicians don’t understand the difference between
graffiti and graffiti art, which is exhibited in museums and galleries around
the world. “People still have trouble considering it art because we use a spray
can,” he said. In mid-October, some of the murals were whitewashed without warning. Molina and the Department of Public Works denied involvement, but in December, Molina got the county Board of Supervisors to pass
an emergency motion giving the Friends of the Los Angeles River 90 days to
paint over the murals or pay up to $70,000 for their removal. County crews
removed about 60 million square feet of graffiti in 2006 at a cost of about $32
million, county officials have said. The Friends group stands by the idea of
having art by the river, spokeswoman Shelly Backlar said. But the organization, which is scrambling to rebuild its stock with the county and the agencies
that supervise the river, concedes some of what the artist put into the mural
might not belong there. “It’s their permit and their event, and we’ve been
pulled in because of the work that we do,” Backlar said. “It’s not what we
thought it would be.” City Councilman Ed Reyes, who originally supported
Poli’s project and authorized the permit, said he regrets that decision because
he believes the art has attracted gang members, who have added their tags to
the riverbed walls.
The graffiti “spilled out of the river channel, into the sidewalks, onto the
handrails, into buildings,” Reyes said. “Before it was a neutral place, but now
we have clear indicators that rival gangs and taggers are showing up there.”
More tagging has steadily accumulated at the Arroyo Seco site since last fall.
Other artists have primed their own pieces of concrete and added to the project, extending the murals a few dozen yards. Poli condemns taggers but sees
the more ambitious work as copycats — students learning from the masters.
Tagging increased after parts of the mural were whitewashed, including offensive images directed at Molina and county officials. “The county needs to
wake up,” said Kalen Ockerman, who paints under the name “Mear One.”
“The rest of the world is busy paying kids to do this stuff,” on album covers
and billboards. Poli considered painting over the murals, “because of all the
grief.” He’s also talking to lawyers, hoping that a strongly worded letter will
stop the county from billing the environmental group or his gallery. “We did
nothing illegal and we had permits,” he said. “We’re in the business of creating art, not destroying it.”

Swiss
Style

A

t a time when Swiss cities should be putting their best foot
forward for the upcoming Euro 2008 competition, major
cities are struggling to deal with widespread vandalism
from graffiti artists. Suissetraffic.com, a group lobbying
for a better urban environment, has called for action to
deal with the proliferation of “tags” that have disfigured
dozens of buildings in Lausanne. The group has posted
dozens of photos on its website to illustrate the extent of
the depredations. Both public and private buildings have been hit by
the graffiti vandals, who have also scrawled on mailboxes, garbage
bins, public benches and traffic signs.
The graffiti has “invaded” the downtown, said Didier Reichenbach,
creator of the website. The group has called for the municipality to
systematically clean it up as soon as it appears, rather than allowing
it to proliferate. Left unchecked, the graffiti engenders a feeling of
insecurity and lawlessness, it says. Reichenbach recalls that in 2002
the city provided SFr660,000 in financing to clean up 17,600 square

meters of wall space scarred by the scribbling. Since then, the appearance of public buildings has improved, but not those in the private
sphere, he said.
With two months to go before Euro 2008, being jointly hosted by
Switzerland and Austria, tourist officials are also concerned about the
problem, which seems to have worsened in the past few months. “It
harms the image of the city,” said an official from the Lausanne tourist office. Pierre-Alain Matthey, an official from the municipality, acknowledged that the amount of graffiti has grown. But he said the city
by law is powerless to deal with those that appear on private property.
“The number of tags is down in the public domain,” he said.
The issue has also afflicted property in Geneva, where authorities are
considering punishing offenders by making them clean up their handiwork as part of a community service program. The difficulty appears
to be in catching culprits in the act. Some law-makers have advocated
the expanded use of video surveillance cameras to catch vandals, although this has raised concerns from civil liberty advocates.
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Cruising the streets in a city-owned Ford F-450 truck, DuBose —a city public works employee
—roams Vista four days a week with an assortment of solvents, paints and a powerful spray washer,
erasing graffiti. It’s a big job in a city that spends nearly a quarter-of-a-million dollars a year to
fight what officials said is an aesthetic scourge that drives down property values and discourages
economic development.
DuBose said he removes about 40 to 50 markings a day in a never-ending effort to scrub the city
clean. New paint-stained signatures often reappear where they had been cleaned.
Still, racing between targets last week, DuBose, said he’s proud of the work. “I like it. I’m keeping
the streets clean for people —at least, I’m trying to,” he said. “We want our city to be attractive, for
insiders and outsiders.”
Beautifying Vista
The 45-year-old DuBose is one of two full-time city employees dedicated to erasing graffiti, a curse
probably as old as paint, but one that has gained new attention in Vista as City Council members try
to beautify the city. Assistant City Manager Patrick Johnson said last week that the city will spend
$240,000 this year to fight graffiti, 60 percent more than the $150,000 a year it was spending two
years ago. Johnson said the increase went to hire DuBose as the second full-time graffiti cleaner, buy
equipment and divert code enforcement attention to the problem. Chuck Crist, Vista’s public works
supervisor, said the increased commitment is important because the best way to discourage graffiti
is to eliminate it within 24 hours of when it’s discovered.
Blasting it clean
Vista officials said the city’s ability to fight graffiti improved last year when it started using special
$15,000 power washers to blow graffiti to pieces, rather than just paint over it. The machines have
recirculating suction systems that collect the jetted water, keeping it from flowing down storm
drains and polluting waterways. On Monday, DuBose showed off the city’s newest machine, using it
to clean a spot on a concrete streetlight where the city had used gray paint to cover red graffiti. The
markings were in a sleepy residential neighborhood on Westwood Road. Backing up and jumping
out of his truck, DuBose put out his traffic cones, and placed about five 15-pound sandbags in the
gutter and around the streetlight to keep the water from flowing away from the power washer’s
suction hose. Donning heavy protective gloves and glasses, he poured a solvent called “Bare Brick
Stone and Masonry Graffiti Removal” — a “corrosive that may produce severe burns” if it touched
skin —into a yellow bucket and started brushing it over the painted light pole with a long-handled
broom. Then DuBose turned on the washer’s gas-powered generator and adjusted its temperature to
just under the boiling point. “We usually run it at 200 degrees,” he said. “Once you get past there,
you don’t really get the advantage of the water pressure, it’s just steam.” In seconds, DuBose began
blasting paint off the light pole with a 4,000 pound per-square-inch water jet, training it just inches
from the pole’s surface and sweeping up and down. Within minutes, he was off to another site to
wipe out more graffiti. DuBose said he uses a slightly less corrosive solvent to hand wipe graffiti
off utility boxes. He also uses spray paint supplied by San Diego Gas & Electric and Pacific Bell to
cover the marked areas. “This is pretty much it,” he said with a big smile. “I’m in. I’m out. I’m in.
I’m out.”
Gangs, or kids?
The city recently made changes to its $1,000 tipster award program so that citizens who turn in
successfully prosecuted graffiti vandals can get their rewards anonymously. City officials said some
folks are reluctant to combat graffiti, because gangs are often involved in tagging.DuBose said he
doesn’t worry about that. He said he thinks most of the vandalism in Vista is done by children
and “wannabees.” Graffiti is often found near schools, or the paths people use to get to them. DuBose said still doesn’t understand what motivates taggers. “There are better things to do, especially
here,” he said with a big smile. “You know, go to the beach and soak up the sun and the rays and just
relax.” DuBose said when he started the job, it was frustrating to see graffiti reappear, but he has
gotten used to it. “At first, I was like, ‘Man, I just cleaned this, don’t they understand I’m going to
come back?’ he said. “But, you know, I’ve learned to be pretty stubborn. As frustrating as it is for me,
when they come by and see it clean, they’ve got to say, ‘Man, I just put that on there yesterday!’
“That’s the goal,” DuBose said, smiling, “Make them as angry as you are.” ........No your not. :)
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Kiro must go for tagging stance
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: Children’s Commisioner Cindy Kiro’s comments that graffiti can be seen as legitimate art has outraged the Sensible
Sentencing trust.
The Sensible Sentencing Trust has accused Children’s Commissioner Cindy Kiro of attempting to legitimise graffiti and tagging and called for her
resignation. Dr Kiro made the comments in a submission to the Law and
Order Select Committee hearing submissions on the Summary Offences
(Tagging and Graffiti Vandalism) amendment Bill.
“For some people, graffiti and tagging are seen as a legitimate art form,”
she said.
Justice watchdog the Sensible Sentencing Trust says the Commissioner’s
comments endorse vandalism and she should resign.
Trust spokesman Garth McVicar said he was absolutely staggered that

What the....

someone with a responsibility for the protection and well-being of young
people could make such an inflammatory statement.
“Dr Kiro has given every wannabe tagger and vandal permissions to commit crime, providing they say that it was an expression of their history or
a legitimate art form,” he said.
“Her comments are hugely provocative at a time when a decent hardworking citizen is facing a murder charge because of his frustration over
this issue.” Mr McVicar cited increases in youth crime and claimed that
graffiti and tagging were entry level crimes. “The youth committing
these violent crimes would have all started with graffiti and vandalism,”
he said. A spokesperson for Dr Kiro declined to comment.
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Bloodwars and all related bloodwars
info can now be found at
www.bloodwarsmagazine.com
Bloodwars Book V1 out now!!!
Preview and order it on the website.

NEWS
All thanks & love goes out to those who have passed the
word, contributed to, and simply enjoyed Bloodwars!!
Blessing Always.
On to the next…

Links:
www.bombingscience.com
www.cloutdistribution.com
www.12oz.com
www.designiskinky.com
www.k10k.net
www.beautifuldecay.com
www.woostercollective.com
www.hobomagazine.com
www.fecalface.com
www.ekosystem.org
www.tokion.com

Bloodwars Book Volume One
Bloodwars magazine proudly presents
Bloodwars Volume One Limited Edition Book.
Straight bombing, stickers and street art.
Designed, Photographs and Illustrations
by SFAUSTINA*

Order your copie now!
www.bloodwarsmagazine.com
150 pages
(15 pink inserts)

6.5” x 8.5”
Softcover
$30.00
Click Here to buy.

The Secert Door
Bloodwars Volume 1.5a
New Book!!!
Bloodwars magazine proudly presents
Bloodwars Volume 1.5a Limited Edition Book.
Straight bombing, stickers and street art.
Designed, Photographs and Illustrations
by SFAUSTINA*

Order your copie now!
www.bloodwarsmagazine.com
53 pages
5.5” x 8.5”
Softcover
$11.00
Click Here to buy.
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“Bomb It”
dives into the world of graffiti By Ted Fry

Movie review
“Bomb It,” a documentary directed by Jon Reiss. 93 minutes. Not rated; suitable for mature audiences.
Grand Illusion.
Is it art, or is it vandalism? According to the hyperactive documentary “Bomb It,” that’s in the eye of
the victim, tagger or passer-by, who all see graffiti differently depending on the myriad forms it takes on
countless surfaces across the global urban jungle.
“Bombing” is the inside term for leaving one’s mark on the modern equivalent of cave walls. Much of it
looks remarkably the same, whether in New York, Paris, Barcelona, São Paulo, Berlin, Cape Town or Tokyo.
But take a closer look, and the socio-anthropologic differences emerge in dramatic relief.
A close look is exactly what filmmaker Jon Reiss gives us through numerous illuminating interviews with
practitioners in those cities and many more. “Bomb It” is nothing if not breathless and authoritative in its
global view of how graffiti spread from Philadelphia and New York to the world.
What most people recognize as graffiti started out as simple name-writing on walls, windows and lampposts, à la “Kilroy Was Here.” Taggers developed catchy handles and typographies to create unique identities, and the film introduces us to many by way of clever graphical representations of their signatures.
Reiss tracked down some of the fathers of tagging, including “Cornbread” and “Taki 183,” who offer
the early philosophy that drove them.As the elaborate style of letter formation evolved, colorful murals
followed, cutting a swath that reflected the distinctive disaffection of the individual who created them. In
the 21st century, graffiti seems entirely too inadequate a word to encompass stuff that ranges from social
commentary on walls in Palestine to gang taunts in the alleys of Los Angeles.
Because Reiss tries to cover it all, “Bomb It” sometimes feels like it’s running off the rails. The kinetic
editing that keeps bopping from continent to continent never lets up, and it’s often impossible to absorb the
impressive array of images. With fast-talking bombers speaking in several languages, the subtitles make it
difficult to keep focus on the visuals. Nonetheless, it’s an apt metaphor for the uncontrollable explosion of
bombing all over the world.

The movie is fucking good. Could do
without some of the special effect.
Worth getting – Sfaustina
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